
#36049, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, BELVILLE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 104 m² €1,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 1 2 0 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 4

Excellent apartment in Belville complex. Very well organised building complex, with many contents necessary for everyday life

just within reach. Excellent connection with the center of the city. The apartment is housed on the fourth floor of a newer

building and it has two side orientation. It consists of a central hallway which leads straight to the living room area, which has an

exit to a spacious glassed in terrace. Kitchen is equipped with new appliances and it is separated from the rest of the apartment.

It is also in connection with a dining room. Small hallway leads to the sleeping block, which consists of two bedrooms, one of

which is equipped with a double size bed and has it's own bathroom, while the other is equipped with two single beds. Both

rooms have exits to mutual terrace. The apartment is completely equipped with new, modern furniture of bright shades. It is

extreemely comfortable and suitable for a life of a family. Pastel shades dominate throughout the interior and they are in

combination with white shades and elegant details. Interior gives a sense of harmony and has highly functional room layout,

which makes this apartment perfect for life on an ideal location. At the base of the building, underneath the street level, there is

a garage, with a garage space available for the tenant.
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